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Two and a half years after its
start, the Pennsylvania Poultry
Surveillance system is running at
full tilt, thanks to the cooperation
of the many processing plants
involved in the program.

As of July 1, a total of 105 egg
processing plants and 22 hat-
cheries, representing over 800
producers, were involved in the
testing program. Six meat
processing plants and five custom
slaughter plants, representing
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COULD You Use The Extra Profit?
The primary benefit for treating corn silage
with ammonia is reducing feed costs.
But, you also know that reducing feed costs
do not always increase profits.
With a little understanding of ammonia-
treated silage some university studies have
shown not only lower feed costs but also
higher production at the same time by using
ammoniated silage in the feeding program.
See Martgin's Ag. Service for Martin’s Hi-
Protein liquid ammonia silage additive as well
as computer balanced feeding programs and
sound feeding advice.
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PA Poultry Surveillance Continues

Mon., lues., Wed.,
Fri. 7:30-5:00;

Thurs.7:3o-9:00;
Sat. 7:30-11:30

another estimated 200 producers, duringroutine monthly inspections
are also involved. at egg packing plants. Birds at

A typical month involves the slaughter plants are bled by plant
testing of approximately 13,500, personnel, and samples are sub-
samples, including some 7,000

r

mitted to state laboratories for
eggs, 5,000 blood samples and 1,500 testing
“others.”

Shirley Pflieger, program
coordinator, says that “almost
every large producer” is being
checked for A 1 and other poultry
diseases and that samples are
being taken by state inspectors

BURLINGTON 48
SERIES BELT SANDERS

Burlington’s patented (Patent No.
3,745,717) tracking system is simple,
reliable and efficient. It is designed to
oscillate the sanding belt (approx-
imately 90 strokes per minute) in
order to provide the finest finish and
longest abrasive belt life possible.

Manufactured in 12”, 24” &

36” widthsfor a 48” long belt.
Contact Us For Options

And Prices
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While it is hopeful that no new
positive samples will be found, it is
good to know that any new out-
breaks will be found before they
get a chance to spread to a large
portion of the poultry population.
In fact, the surveillance system is
credited for the early detection of
AI last winter. That early detection
enabled officials from the state
and federal government to keep

the disease confined to a three
county area away from the large
concentration of commercial
poultry in Southeastern Penn-
sylvania.

Pennsylvania is still the only
state in the country with a
statewide surveillance system for
poultry. USDA-APHIS has urged
other large poultry states to follow
Pennsylvania’s example.
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MODEL 2030
12” Planer -
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$1,195
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2020
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$1,700

$995

MODEL 2040
155/8” Planer

$1,195

WMt Quantities last

A BLUE BALL MACHINE WORKS
W INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT& SUPPLIES

Established 1884
BlueBall, PA 17506-0218

(717) 3544478

ALL SIZES AND TYPES AVAILABLE
AT DISCOUNT PRICES

FARM TIRE ALE
• Fast On TheFarm Service
• Radio Dispatched Service

Car, Truck and Implement Tires In Stock

LEOLA TIRE SERVICE, INC.
717-656-2574 258W.MalnSt.,Leola,PA
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